
 
FITMAS: Day 3 

Fast, High, and Heavy

Treadmill
Stationary Bike

Good morning my beautiful angels...it's cardio day! Okay, you might

hate me right now but I'm totally cool with it. You're going to feel like an

accomplished hot and sweaty boss after this is over and I can't wait to

hear all about it. 

We are trying out a brand new challenge and I'm so excited to hear

what you think! This might sound brutal at first, but I want you to

compartmentalize this into 3 totally separate mini workouts; each has

it's own goal, and each needs to be approached with a fresh mindset.  

 

You ready? Let's do this.

Warm Up

Equipment Needed: 

Run at a moderate pace on the treadmill for 5 minutes. You're going to

want to get some serious music ready as you do this for what's about

to happen.

Part 1. FAST
Get ready to test your 1 mile pace! Depending on what TFGG

program you just completed, it may have been a while since you've

done this (or you may never have)

3, 2, 1, go!

Try to hold a steady pace the entire time, and increase the speed

over the last 1-2 minutes if you can.

Push yourself, but don't go so fast you need to stop before you get

there! This pace is going to be completely different for everyone,

but no matter what it needs to be maintained.
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Break x 5 minutes

Spend 5 minutes walking slowly on the treadmill, and take the time

to feel proud AF of what you just accomplished. 

Part 2. HIGH
Prepare to climb to the heavens. In reality, we are going to climb 1

mile on the treadmill.

Set the treadmill to it's max incline (15%) and begin to walk. This

can be as fast or as slow as you need, but it should also be a

steady pace you can maintain!

Keep climbing until you hit 1 mile, and remember...THE HANDLES

ARE FIRE

You've got this.

Break x 5 minutes
Spend 5 minutes lightly spinning on a stationary bike. Get another

good song in rotation, and get ready for your final push. 

Part 3. HEAVY
You're going to get out of the bike saddle for this, and begin

cranking up the resistance of the bike. I want you to turn it up until it

feels like you are literally biking straight UP A MOUNTAIN. 

I know this sounds so impossible, but keep in mind it doesn't take

long to bike 1 mile in comparison to doing it on a treadmill!

With the resistance as heavy as you can possibly handle it, make

that 1 mile mountain YOURS WOMAN.

I believe in you.

Stretch & Foam Roll
Spend as much time as you can here! You can doing it feeling so

damn accomplished, and knowing that tomorrow is a rest day:)


